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PARENTAL BEHAVIOR AND HORMONES
FEMALE CHOICE (IF TIME –IF NOT WILL DO NEXT TIME)

CONSEQUENCES
OF ASYMMETRIES
IN RS
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SEX DIFFERENCES: GENERALITIES FROM THEORY
• Apart from birds, paternal care is less common than maternal
care
• Reproductive effort = mating + parenting
• Males do best by maximizing mating
• Females do better by maximizing parenting

PARENTAL INVESTMENT
• Brown trout = none– dump
eggs and leave
• Nile crocs = a small amount
by mother only (nests, take
to water in mouths after
hatching)
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• Precocial
•
•
•

Few, well developed and
independent
Often no parental care req.
Greater initial investment
before birth, less after

• Altricial
• Large #s, immature and helpless
• Sometimes parental care and sometimes
not
• Less prenatal investment, but if parental
care is given, it is major

IMPORTANT THINGS TO THINK ABOUT:

• The physical and psychological development of offspring
• Reproductive success (RS) for both parent and offspring
• The evolution of mating competition
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PARENTAL BEHAVIOR & FITNESS
• Evolutionary fitness sees only having 'successful
offspring’...
• Offspring require assistance (PI=Parental investment)
to become successful
• BUT, 'more than enough’ PI?
• parents compromise future RS in order to assist current
offspring
• Can generate a conflict between parents-offspring
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VARIATION IN BIRDS
• No care:
• Extreme case is
Brood Parasites

• Female Care
• Ducks, Chickens

• Male Care
• Rare, Sometimes
called role reversal

• Bi-Parental care
• Most common in
birds

PARENTAL CARE IN SHORE BIRDS
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HELPERS AT THE NEST AND PRL
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HELPERS AT THE
NEST AND PRL
RED = BREEDERS
BLUE = HELPERS

HELPERS AT THE
NEST AND PRL
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MAMMAL MATERNAL BEHAVIOR
• Offspring produced at all
developmental stages:
• Marsupials: specialized altricial young.
• These young live in the pouch that
protects them and houses the mammary
glands (kangaroos) or cling to mom s fur
(opossums)

MAMMAL MATERNAL BEHAVIOR
• Monotremes - mammals that lay eggs
• reptilian pattern of oviparity, but care a bit more than most
reptiles.
• Platypus make nests for the eggs and incubates them.
•

later cares for the young in burrow and gives them milk.

• Spiny anteaters (Echidna) produce a single egg and carry it
in a pouch that develops at the time of egg delivery.
•

Offspring hatch out and are provided milk from a nipple-less
mammary
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MAMMAL MATERNAL BEHAVIOR
• Eutherians
• True mammals that have a wide variety of maternal care patterns.
• Live in stable habitats and invest in gestation, allowing for more
development of young before birth.
• All are placental and show 3 basic patterns of care that reflect the
developmental status of the newborn:

TYPE 1: MOM PROVIDES FOOD, SHELTER, AND CARE
(E.G., DOGS, RODENTS, INSECTIVORES).
• Young are altricial.
• Example: Rat maternal care
showing licking, nursing and
retrieving
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TYPE 2: PRODUCTION OF PRECOCIAL
YOUNG (E.G., DEER AND COWS)
• Female nurses but young
become independent early
on. Hiders and followers.

TYPE 3: PRODUCTION OF SEMI-PRECOCIAL
YOUNG (PRIMATES) THAT ARE HELPLESS AT
BIRTH BUT CAN HANG-ON TO MOM LATER.
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THREE STAGES OF MATERNAL BEHAVIOR

Stage 1: Contact
initiated by mothers

Stage 2: Mutually
initiated by both

Stage 3: Maternal
rejection initiated by
mothers and separation
initiated by pups

HOW DO HORMONES MEDIATE THESE PHASES?

HOW DO HORMONES INFLUENCE
NESTING TIME?
Monitoring pup s body
temperature?
More efficient on milk
delivery?
Monitoring mother s
own body temperature?
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ENDOCRINE CORRELATES OF MAMMALIAN PARENTING
• Rats are best studied mammal re: parenting
• Hormones of pregnancy and lactation assumed to regulate parenting
• PRL major focus, but many hormones involved
• Many clear relationships between hormones and parenting, but some
surprises
• Maternal behavior often dependent on hormones, but some components of
maternal behavior are independent of hormonal influences

SENSITIZATION / PUP INDUCTION
• Key paradigm for studies of hormonal correlates of parenting
• Present animals with foster pups (or fry for fish…)
• Pup age can vary (1-10 days)
• Presented to adult males / females in different endocrine states
• Measure the latency to begin parental behavior

General Results: GDX or intact males do not care for young
as is the case with non -pregnant females
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SENSITIZATION
• Nulliparous females show maternal
behavior after 5-6 days of exposure
• Concaveation
• Sensitization
• Pup-induced parental behavior
• Not just hormones?
• effects persist after removal of
gonad, pituitary or adrenals
• Change appears to be solely
due to presence of pups

THE ROLE OF EXPERIENCE
•

Experienced moms are better moms?
•

Show maternal care earlier (within one day)

•

Hormones prime first-time moms at the end of their 1st pregnancy, but experience
takes over for future offspring.

•

Maternal memory depends on experience with pups and forms immediately
postpartum.

•

Treatment with cyclohexamide blocks memory formation and blocks the effects of
previous parenting experience when given near the time of birth.
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T AND PATERNAL CARE IN CALIFORNIA MICE
• California mice need high T
levels to show appropriate
paternal behavior
• This is in contrast to most
birds and mammals

HORMONES AND PARENTING IN HUMAN MALES

Human fathers display reduced
testosterone and cortisol concentrations

But higher estradiol
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WHAT DO WE KNOW ABOUT HORMONES
AND PARENTAL CARE?
• Parental behaviors shown by individuals have high variation within species
• Are underlying endocrine mechanisms / hormones equally varied? Or just a few
hormones produce the diversity of behavior?
• Hypothesis: a combination of common hormonal signals is paired with a
variety of extrinsic cues to elicit the species-appropriate constellation of
parental behaviors.
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